
Bring a Sustainability Driven 
Point of View to All Parts of your 
Business

The New Way to Buy FEM and FSLM

Why are Higg facility tools prices changing? 

Higg Helps You Meet Your 
Sustainability Measurement 
Needs 

Facility Starter 
Subscription


Ideal for facilities fast-
tracking their sustainability 

journey. 

Facility Environmental 
Subscription




Facility & Social Labor 
Assessment

Ideal for facilities that need 
a complete environmental 

assessment. 

Ideal for facilities seeking 
comprehensive assessment 
of labor and environmental 

impact.

Ideal for facilities seeking 
assessment of labor 

impact. 

Facility Plus 

Subscription


Higg is your resource for completing and sharing environmental 
and social impact assessments, including FEM and FSLM.


With Higg, you gain access to credible impact data that helps 
you apply sustainability insights into all parts of your operations. 
With Higg, you will create an accurate performance baseline 
that helps you drive social and environmental improvements. 



Our pricing changes reflect the significant investments and increase in value to meet the needs of enterprise customers. Higg 
subscriptions support all facilities, from experienced Higg users to those completing assessments for the first time. Our 
investment in software development, training, and support have reduced the amount of time it takes to complete assessments 
by 55% – from an average of 250 days to 115 days. 




160+
Hours of free training 

annually

20%
Overall improvement for 

facility environmental 
scores since 2019

Get the support you need at any point on your sustainability journey.

Learn more at higg.com/faq-facility-subscriptions/

45,000+
Higg users globally

Make the Most of Higg

From Insights to Action
Through accurate, credible, and contextualized data,  

Higg enables millions of more sustainable decisions by our customers. 

 Training resources including educational 

videos, detailed guidance on assessment 

questions, and an easy reference guide for 

common user question

 A Communications Toolkit helps you 

promote your progress to customers and 

highlight your sustainability performanc

 Resources to help you promote your 

progress, internally and externally

 Platform translation in 9 language

 Daily technical support in 4 language

 Advice from experts and one-on-one guidanc

 Tips and recommendations to help you drive 

performance improvemen

 Data share features that enable easy sharing 

with all your brand partner

 Roll-forward data features to reduce data 

entry errors from year to year 



With the benchmarking feature, you 
can set a baseline to compare your 
facility’s performance year over year, 
helping you identify hotspots and 
track improvement over time.

Benchmark Your 
Performance

You can also compare your 
sustainability performance to other 
companies like yours and see how 
your sustainability performance 
compares to global and regional 
averages.

https://apparelcoalition.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/requests/new

